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Haneda Airport Terminal Building

BIG BIRD
Haneda Airport Domestic Terminal 1
For passengers flying with JAL Group, SKY (Skymark Airlines) and SJ (Star flyer),* Only flights destined to Fukushima and Kikkyushu Airport (other flights depart from Terminal 2).

Haneda Airport domestic lines Scan here for passenger terminal info

South Wing
JAL: Japan Airlines
(to Chugoku, Shikoku, Kyushu and Okinawa Regions)
JTA: Japan TransOcean Air
SJ: Star flyer (to Fukushima, Kikkyushu Airport)

North Wing
JAL: Japan Airlines
(to Hokkaido, Tohoku, Hokuriku, Tottori and Kinki Regions)
SKY: Skymark Airlines

For access to restaurants on 3F, use the elevator from the Departure Lobby on 1F.

If interested, you are visiting the nursery Haneda Airport Haneda Nursery School

Please buzz the intercom if you are visiting the nursery Haneda Airport Haneda Nursery School

Connection between Domestic Terminals and International Terminal

Minamikyoe Line
Passageway to Terminal 1
Tower of the Sun, Tower of the Moon (meeting points)

Passageway to Terminal 2
Minami-kaido Line

*Information contained in this guide is current as of February 19, 2023 and is subject to change.